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A Vision of Beauty


Developed in
St. Petersburg,
Russia to be a
svelte, elegant,
hairless cat.

See How Different ‘Hairless’ can be!
Peterbald

~

Donskoy

~

Sphynx

The Beginning of a New Breed


In the winter of 1986, Irina Kovalyova rescued a
small, fluffy, tortoiseshell kitten, whom she named
Varvarya (Varya). Around the age of 4 months,
Varya began to lose her coat. Irina, thinking the
kitten was ill, treated her for every possible cause of
her loss of coat – but to no
avail. It soon became evident
that this loss of coat was a
“natural” occurrence. By the
time Varya was approximately
two years old, she had lost
most of her coat.

A Spontaneous Genetic Mutation


At first, Irina thought that she had rescued a Canadian
Sphynx. When Varya came of age, she was bred to a
European Shorthair Tom, and produced several
kittens with strange, wiry coats that also began to
“undress” within their first few months. It became
clear that this was no Canadian
Sphynx; the gene responsible
for Varya and her kittens’
hairlessness appeared to be
dominant, and manifested even
when bred to a normal, “hairy” cat
(see photo, left, of one of Varya’s
kittens, Chita MIF).





Irina kept detailed records of the breedings and
her records support that the new gene for
hairlessness was a dominant gene. This gene
was labeled as Hbd. Dominance was evidenced
because, when heterozygous hairless cats
(Hbd/hbd Hr/Hr) were mated to normal coated
cats (Hr/Hr hbd/hbd), a number of hairless and
hair-losing kittens always resulted.
This is not the case for the Canadian Sphynx, as
the gene responsible for the “hairlessness” in a
SX is recessive. Which is to say, that, when
outcrossed to a Domestic Shorthair, the SX will
not produce hairless kittens again until the second
or third generation of being bred back to the “bald”
coated Sphynx.

The Beginning of the Peterbald




This was the beginning of the Don Hairless, also called the Don
Sphynx or the Donskoy. These early Donskoy cats were bred to
European Shorthair cats and Domestic Shorthair cats to increase
their genetic diversity.
In 1993, in St. Petersburg, a Brown Mackerel Tabby Donskoy
male, Afinoguen Myth, was bred to a tortoiseshell
Oriental Short Hair queen, Radma Von
Jagerhof to create a new breed of hairless
cat – a foreign-type, elegant cat that
was known at first as the Petersburg
Sphynx. These cats later became
popularly known as the Peterbald.

The Peterbald – Past and Present




The original vision of the Peterbald was simple: this is to
be a svelte, foreign-type, hairless cat. Long and elegant,
like their allowed Siamese and Oriental outcrosses - with
a few key differences to set the PD
apart from the Siamese breed group.
Here you can see an example of
an ‘old’ type PD on the left – closer to
the look of the Donskoy – compared to
the more modern looking PD on the
right.

PD Standard 2007
HEAD……………. 40 points
Shape………….… 9 points
Ears……………… 7 points
Eyes……………… 7 points
Profile……………. 7 points
Muzzle…………… 5 points
Chin……………… 3 points
Neck…………….. 2 points

Head


Shape: Long, inverted triangle, measuring from ear tip to ear tip to blunted muzzle,
forming a wedge. Flat forehead and flat high cheekbones



Ears: Extra large, pointed, and broad at the base, slightly flared. Set to extend just
below the line of the wedge



Eyes: Medium in size, almost almond in shape. Obliquely set, flush with the skull,
neither protruding nor recessed. Distance between eyes not less than width of one
eye. Eye color independent of coat color



Profile: Straight nose and flat forehead forming two distinct flat planes meeting
midway over the eyes in a convex angle. Two-planed



Muzzle: Strong, slightly blunt but not narrow. Smooth wedge with no whisker pinch,
although whisker pads will be evident. Whiskers, if present, should be crinkly and
kinky and may be or appear to be broken



Chin: Strong, straight line from tip of nose to tip of chin. Not protruding



Neck: Long and slender

Extra large,
pointed ears
set just below the
line of the wedge

Eyes almost almond

Distance between eyes
not less than one eye width

Long,
inverted
triangle,
measuring
from ear tip
to blunted
muzzle, forming
a wedge

Straight nose meets the flat forehead
at a convex angle
Eyes flush
with skull

Strong chin,
straight line
from tip of nose
to tip of chin
Long, slender neck

Ears
slightly
flared

PD Standard 2007
BODY..……………. 40 points
Torso.………….…12 points
Musculature..……10 points
Boning……..……. 8 points
Legs & Feet…..… 5 points
Tail.……………… 5 points

Body








Torso: Medium-sized, long and graceful.
Shoulders and hips equal in width
Legs: Long, medium-fine boned. Firm muscles.
Straight vertical forelegs. Hind legs slightly longer
than front legs
Feet: Oval, medium in size with long, agile
prominent toes and non-prominent foot pads
Tail: Long, strong and whippy
Musculature: Firm and well-developed
Boning: Medium-fine

The Peterbald is to be medium-sized, long, and graceful
Shoulders and hips equal in width
Long legs, medium-fine boning. Straight
vertical forelegs. Hind legs slightly
longer than front legs
Musculature should be firm and
well-developed

Long, strong, whippy tail
Medium sized, oval feet with
agile prominent toes and nonprominent foot pads

PD Standard 2007
COAT..……………. 20 points
Texture.……….…20 points

The Peterbald coat is the single most important feature of the breed. A Peterbald may have
a single coat type or it may have a
combination of coat types. Generally, if there is
more than one coat type, the body has one
type and the extremities or points have
another. A Peterbald is most often born
with one coat type and changes to a
different type over time. The experienced
breeder can generally determine the adult
coat by the time a kitten is three months old.
Peterbald coats can be divided into 2 categories:
the bald coats and the hair coats.

Ultra Bald

~

Chamois
(Considered in the
‘bald’ range)

~

Brush

The Bald Coats
All bald coat types are permissible for show
at all levels of competition.

The Ultra Bald, or Sticky Bald
(100% Hairless)
The ultra bald PDs are born totally without hair. They are
completely hairless, and do not grow any coat after birth.
They are usually born without whiskers or eyebrows and
often have their eyes open at birth. The skin is soft,
warm and sticky to the touch. They feel like warm
rubber, hence the term “sticky bald”.
These cats tend to prefer to be massaged
over the typical, stroking (“petting”) motion.
The ultra bald is probably homozygous for
the Peterbald (Donskoy) gene; however,
it is too early in Peterbald research to
make a definitive statement.

The Flock, or Chamois
(90% Hairless)
The flocked or chamois Peterbald is smooth to the
touch and has no visible hair. Hair measures
1/100th mm to 1 mm. There is no resistance to the
coat when stroked in any direction and there is no
sensation of stickiness. It feels like silk.
Peterbalds with this coat type may have
residual, close-lying down on the
extremities which may or may not be
lost as the cat matures.
Whiskers and eyebrows are kinky,
curly, broken or a combination of
these.
This is the most desirable
coat type.

Chamois Coat above,
Ultra Bald in front corner

The Velour
(70% Hairless)
The velour coat ranges from 1 – 5mm in length and appears
hairless from a distance. Upon close inspection, the coat is
visible.
The texture of the coat can range from sparse, short and
slightly wavy hair where the skin is easily visible, to a
denser coat where the skin is only slightly visible. On those
cats with the denser texture, the coat shines, giving it a
sleek look.
When moving a hand over the velour coat, there is some
resistance because the coat does not typically lay tight to
the body as it does with a flock or chamois. This coat can
be lost, leaving a flock or chamois coat by two years of age.
Kittens born with a velour coat usually have a bald spot or
‘monk’s cap’ on the top of the head.

Velour Young Adult

The Hair Coats
Brush coats may be shown only in the
kitten class.
* Brush Coated Peterbald cats are
accepted to full Championship status,
beginning in the 2008/2009 Show Year

The Brush Coat
The brush coat is comprised of wiry hair that may be
barely wavy to almost curly. It ranges from sparse to
dense, with irregular texture. It may be coarse or soft
and will be longer than 5 mm in length.
Cats born with a light brush coat may lose the coat over a
period of time and may become bald before two years of
age. The heavy, dense brush coat is never lost.
Whiskers on a brush coated cat or kitten are ALWAYS
curly or kinky.
A velour coat is sometimes confused for a “light brush”.
The difference can be determined by the coat length
and the wiry texture of the brush (remember, the texture
of the velour coat is soft).

An example of a light brush

An example of a heavy brush,
here with a Calico OSH

The (normal) Straight Coat
(not eligible for show)

Normal coat is just that…a normal coat.
The whiskers are straight. Cats with this
coat do not carry the
Peterbald (Donskoy)
gene and do not lose
coat or become
bald.

Hair Loss


The loss of hair in a Peterbald born with any coat
is determined by the combinations of hair type
and the different thicknesses of the hair shaft.
The diameter and structure of the hair determines
the ability of the hair to break at the base.
Thinner, sparser hair breaks more easily than
thicker, heavier hair. Thick wiry hair and thick
straight hair never break off the body. Polygenes
clearly affect the Peterbald coat type and
subsequent hair loss.

Possible scenarios for coat changes
and hair loss:








Born bald, no change
Born nearly bald (often with a flock coat), grows
some hair between 4 and 8 months, and loses it
again over the first two years. Almost always
returns to original birth coat
Born with hair, loses it over the first two years of life
Born with brush coat
Born with brush coat that becomes denser over
time
Born with hair, does not lose it

The Key Indicating Factors that a kitten
carries the Peterbald trait
Chocolate
Mackerel
tabby kitten
at one day
old – note
the bald head

The kinky, curly whiskers are the
other very telling factor



LOCKETS: Allowed



ALLOWANCES:





PENALIZE:





Head: Curved profile; weak chin; muzzle break
Body: Heavy, rounded body; bowed forelegs

WITHHOLD ALL AWARDS (WW):




Brush coat in kittens.
Light, fine down on the extremities

Longhaired cats; normal coat. Brush coat in adult cats

DISQUALIFY (DQ):


Protruding sternum; visible tail fault; crossed eyes. Any sign of any
means of artificial hair removal

General Description


The overall impression of an ideal Peterbald is an elegant
and intelligent cat. The Peterbald has a sturdy, long, lean
body that contributes to its graceful movement. The first
Peterbalds were born in Russia in January 1994, the result of
breeding an Oriental Shorthair (Radma vom Jagerhof) to a
light-boned Oriental-looking Donskoy (Afinoguen Myth). The
original litter demonstrated that the Peterbald (Donskoy)
gene is a dominant gene, unlike the (Canadian) Sphynx
gene. Typical of the breed are various unusual coat textures
ranging from “hairless” to full “brush” coat to normal coat.
While “hairless” cats are desired and preferable, the “brush”
coat is essential to the Peterbald breeding program.

Progression of a Peterbald coat
Red male
Kitten,
2 hours old

Two weeks old, still showing
the “monk’s cap” on top of
the head

Now at one month, the coat on his
head and neck is becoming
shorter, and the hair on the body
is still quite visible

He is on the left here at two months old.
He still has residual coat on his legs and tail, and the coat on
his head and body is continuing to diminish

Four months old now, the coat is still
denser and slightly longer on the
face and legs, and the residual
‘brush’ is thinning on the tail.

An adult of this
coat type
could be
shown in
Championship.

More Examples
Now that you have seen some excellent
examples of high quality Peterbalds, let’s
look at some cats that do not meet the
TICA Standard and talk about why ~

This young male has a nice, blunt wedge, decent length of head, a
very strong chin, nice ear shape, and nice, medium-fine boning.
However, he also has a 3-plane profile and his ears are set just above
the wedge.

This girl is also younger, and she
has a wonderful chamois coat
already. On the plus side, besides
her wonderfully even coat, her chin
is nicely lined up with her nose.
However, her ears are above the
wedge, her eyes are too narrow to
be almost almond, and her profile
is not two-planed.

While I know it may be tough to see in these
photos, she does have nice, long legs & tail, and
her boning is medium-fine. But her body is
disproportionately short and thick.

This is an example of a hairless born
PD. There are many features that tend
to be “common to” the homozygous
cats, but they should not be given
special consideration in the show ring.

So, this big guy does have a blunt wedge, nice
musculature, pretty nice length of leg, and is
clearly hairless enough to show. But we also
have:
. Narrow eyes.
. Small, high ears.
. Medium boning (heavier than it should be).
. Thick, short neck and body.
. An obvious whisker pinch.

Just a few more photos ~
Here are a few more photos, without the
comments this time.

Thank you
For taking the time to become more educated about
the Peterbald cat,
one of TICA’s newest breeds
to be accepted for Champion Status.
~~ See you soon at the Shows! ~~

